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Formulate Essential 8’ Ring
ESS-RNG-0802
ESS-RNG-0803
ESS-RNG-0804
Formulate® Essential Ring tension fabric hanging structures are available in 
numerous sizes. The economy aluminum tube frame features bungee cords and 
push button connectors for easy assembly, hanging cables and a zippered pillowcase 
graphic. All sizes come with a carry bag and feature a one year limited hardware 
warranty. dimensions:

- Economy aluminum tube frame features
 bungee cords and push button connectors

- Quick set up 
- Graphics available double or single sided

features and benefits:

- Kit Includes: one frame, pillowcase zipper 
 fabric graphic (sold separately), hanging 
 cables and carry bag

- One year limited hardware warranty against  
 manufacturer defects

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior notice.  
All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic Templates 
for graphic bleed specifications.

1 Carry Bag in a box:

ESS-RNG-0802: 54”l x 16”h x 15”d
1372mm(l) x 406mm(h) x 381mm(d)
Approximate weight: 25 lbs / 12 kg

ESS-RNG-0803: 54”l x 16”h x 15”d
1372mm(l) x 406mm(h) x 381mm(d)
Approximate weight: 29 lbs / 14 kg

ESS-RNG-0804: 54”l x 16”h x 15”d
1372mm(l) x 406mm(h) x 381mm(d)
Approximate weight: 33 lbs / 15 kg

Shipping

Hardware Graphic

Assembled unit:

ESS-RNG-0802: 96”w x 24”h x 120”d
2439mm(w) x 610mm(h) x 3048mm(d)
Approximate weight: 21 lbs / 10 kg
 
ESS-RNG-0803: 96”w x 36”h x 120”d
2439mm(w) x 915mm(h) x 3048mm(d)
Approximate weight: 24 lbs / 11 kg

ESS-RNG-0804: 96”w x 48”h x 120”d
2439mm(w) x 1220mm(h) x 3048mm(d)
Approximate weight: 28 lbs / 13 kg

Refer to related graphic template for more 
information.

Visit: 
https://www.theexhibitorshandbook.com/
download-graphic-templates

Graphic material: 5 oz. Soft Knit 
Dye-sublimation zipper pillowcase fabric 
(sold separately)

additional information:

2 person assembly recommended:

ESS-RNG-0802-GDBL
ESS-RNG-0803-GDBL
ESS-RNG-0804-GDBL

ESS-RNG-0802-GPBP
ESS-RNG-0803-GPBP 
ESS-RNG-0804-GPBP

ESS-RNG-0802-G
ESS-RNG-0803-G
ESS-RNG-0804-G
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